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Abstract

I extend sample selection models by allowing the outcome to affect selection di-

rectly. I microfound the model then provide identification and estimation results for

semiparametric and parametric models. The simultaneity between the outcome and

selection generates additional endogeneity, and, unlike traditional sample selection

models, my identification results require an excluded regressor in the outcome equa-

tion. Simulations confirm the finite sample performance of the new estimator and

show sizeable differences in parameters compared to models that do not account for

the direct effect of the outcome on the selection decision. I finish with an applica-

tion relating to the examination process for patents and patent’s potential quality. I

show that traditional sample selection methods understate the positive effect of the

inventing firm’s size on patent quality.
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1 Introduction

Economic datasets are rarely a random sample from the population. Resultantly, a rich

literature in economics and other social sciences explicitly models the sample selection

process. The typical approach projects the outcome variable and sample selection utility

onto a set of exogenous regressors and, in doing so, does not estimate a direct effect of

the outcome on the selection decision. In this paper, I address this gap in the literature,

analyzing sample selection models that include the dependent variable in the selection

equation. My central and novel contribution is to provide sufficient conditions for identi-

fication of the complete set of model parameters alongside consistent and asymptotically

normal estimation methods. Through an empirical example in the context of the patent

application process I illustrate the empirical relevance and importance of my contribution.

As the natural starting point, I consider a model where the two structural equations are

linear in parameters and the outcome variable is continuous. The model contains the tradi-

tional sample selection issue: the researcher only observes the outcome for an endogenously

selected subsample. The novelty is that the value of the outcome itself directly affects the

selection decision. These two features combined create a simultaneity issue, rendering tra-

ditional identification results invalid. I provide sufficient conditions for identification in

two cases. The first is the semiparametric case, where the joint distribution of the errors

is unspecified. The second is the parametric case, where the errors are joint Gaussian

with unknown parameters. Both identification results require an excluded regressor in the

outcome equation, a condition stronger than what is typical in sample selection models.

I follow identification by discussing estimation. I discuss possible estimation methods in

the semiparametric case and detail more formally how to estimate all parameters in the

parametric case via likelihood methods. The likelihood is similar to the one from traditional

sample selection estimation, except the contribution to the likelihood by those not selected

consists entirely of reduced form parameters. Additionally, in the parametric case I show

how to estimate the outcome equation parameters using a two-step regression method,

analogous to Heckman (1976). I follow with simulations of the parametric model, which

(1) confirm the finite-sample performance of the estimator and (2) illustrate substantial

differences between the new estimator and existing methods when a direct effect exists.

I finish with an application relating to the patent system. In that context, researchers study
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patent quality (scope), conditional on obtaining a patent (Lanjouw and Schankerman,

2004; Kuhn and Thompson, 2019; Feng and Jaravel, 2020). But inventors only enjoy

patent protection if the expected utility from a given level of scope exceeds the utility

from alternative intellectual property protection such as trade secrecy. When I allow for a

direct effect of potential patent quality on the selection decision, I find a more substantial

positive impact of the inventing firm’s size on patent quality. Existing methods, which

correct only for unobservables driving both patent quality and selection, find a modest

difference in patent quality between small and large firms because they miss the fact that,

all else equal, small firms must have especially high-quality patents to be selected. My

application emphasizes the importance of including a direct effect of the outcome on the

selection equation where appropriate.

2 Related Literature

This paper relates to an influential literature on sample selection models, which started

by analyzing women’s labour force participation (Heckman, 1974; Gronau, 1974; Lewis,

1974).1 Seminal work by Heckman (Heckman, 1976, 1979, 1990) formalized the idea in

these empirical examples, motivating several extensions as surveyed in Vella (1998). My

paper generalizes traditional selection models in a way made precise in Section 4.1.

In my setup, since the outcome directly affects the selection decision, and observing the

outcome depends on the selection decision, the model relates to simultaneous equation

models. Amemiya (1974) considers simultaneous equation models with truncated depen-

dent variables rather than endogenously selected ones. Amemiya (1984) provides a general

survey of Tobit models. The closest to my setup is Amemiya’s “Type 2”.2 In another re-

lated paper, Heckman (1978) presents a broad range of simultaneous equation models,

including one with endogenous dummy variables in a simultaneous equation system. My

setup resembles this paper’s, except in Heckman (1978) the outcome is always observed.

Recent work on endogenous sample selection models splits into two broad categories. One

part of the literature relaxes the linearity of the outcome and selection equations and the

1For a detailed textbook discussion of self-selectivity, see Maddala (1986) and Gourieroux (2000), or

shorter summaries in Amemiya (1984, 1985).
2This is a model given by y∗1i = x′1iβ1+u1i and y

∗
2i = x′2iβ2+u2i with y2i = y∗2iy1i and y1i = 1(y∗1i > 0).
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parametric distributional assumptions made on the error terms, studying semiparametric

and nonparametric sample selection models (Ahn and Powell, 1993; Andrews and Schaf-

gans, 1998; Das, Newey, and Vella, 2003). I focus on linear equations and (semi)parametric

distributional assumptions for the error term, but nonlinear and nonparametric extensions

are possible.

The second, and even more recent, strand of the literature on sample selection models

focuses on robustness. For example, Bastos, Barreto-Souza, and Genton (2022) and Carlson

(2022) account for heteroskedasticity, Marchenko and Genton (2012) addresses heavy tails

through the use of student-t errors, Ogundimu and Hutton (2016) studies skewness of

outcomes, and Bastos and Barreto-Souza (2021) uses the bivariate Birnbaum-Sanders

distribution to address nonnegativity of outcome variables. Roelsgaard and Taylor (2022)

proposes a semiparametric machine learning estimator for sample selection models. All of

these potential issues or novelties persist in my setup and future work can check if the

proposed solutions carry through.

There are numerous applications of traditional sample selection models.3 In ongoing work,

Matcham and Schankerman (2022) adds an equation for post-patenting outcomes to the

two-equation model of patent scope and selection I estimate in my application.

3 Motivating Examples

Below, I describe four economic examples that motivate my model.

3.1 Wages and labor Force Participation

A common motivation for the sample selection model is that wages are only observed for

those who participate in the labor force, and factors that determine labor force partici-

pation correlate with factors that determine wages. In particular, the original structural

3Among others between 1970 and 1985, see: Heckman (1974, 1979), Nelson (1977), Cogan (1981),

Hanoch (2014, 1976) Gordon and Blinder (1980), Griliches, Hall, and Hausman (1978), Kenny, Lee,

Maddala, and Trost (1979), Willis and Rosen (1979), Lee (1978), Abowd and Farber (1982), Katz (1977),

Nakosteen and Zimmer (1980), Poirier and Ruud (1981), Weisbrod (1980), Roberts, Maddala, and Enholm

(1978), Trost (1977), Lee (1978), Rosen (1979), and King (1980).
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model motivating the sample selection literature does include the outcome directly in the

selection equation. The three equations are

WM = X ′βX +X ′
MβM + εM (1)

WR = X ′αX +X ′
RαR + εR (2)

D = 1 [WM > WR] , (3)

where WM denotes market wage, WR the reservation wage, D is an indicator of labor

force participation, and (εM , εR) are jointly normal. In particular, researchers only observe

market wages when they exceed individuals’ rarely-observed reservation wage. Substituting

WR from equation (2) into (3) yields

D = 1

[
WMκM +X ′κX +X ′

RκR − εR > 0

]
, (4)

with (κM , κX , κR) = (1,−αX ,−αR). This is close to the econometric model I study in this

paper. Further, substituting WM from (1) into (4) gives

WM = X ′βX +X ′
MβM + εM

D = 1 [Z ′γ + εD > 0] ,

where Z = (X,X ′
M , X

′
R)

′, γ = (β′
X − α′

X , β
′
M ,−α′

R)
′, and εD = εM − εR. This is the

typical endogenous sample selection model, withXR and all excluded regressorsXM added

to the selection equation . The index Z ′γ + εD is a reduced form representation of the

difference between market wage WM and reservation wage WR. On common regressors,

the parameters of the selection equation are the difference of the structural parameters βX

and αX . Further, because εD = εM − εR, the estimated covariance is not cov(εM , εR) but

instead cov(εM , εM − εR). For the case of jointly normal errors, my model will estimate all

parameters in the model given by (1) - (3) along with cov(εM , εR).

3.2 Entry Games

Consider an incumbent firm deciding whether to block (D = 0) or allow (D = 1) a potential

firm’s entry. If the new firm enters, they choose the optimal production quantity YN , and

the incumbent chooses the quantity YI that maximizes their duopoly profit πd(YI , YN).

If the potential entrant gets blocked, the incumbent obtains monopoly profit πm, which

includes a blocking cost. The incumbent blocks if πm > πd(YI , YN) so

D = 1 [πm − πd(YI , YN) > 0] .
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Hence the decision to block depends on YN . A researcher either analyzing multiple markets

of this nature, or analyzing the same market over many periods will only observe the

entrant’s output YN if the entrant is not blocked, and YN directly affects the incumbent’s

decision to block. Therefore, researchers can estimate the structural parameters of the

incumbent’s blocking choice and the potential entrant’s output using the econometric

model I analyze in this paper.

3.3 Patent Scope

To apply for a patent in the United States, inventors must submit an application to the

United States Patent Trademark Office. First, the Office assigns an examiner to the ap-

plication. Then, the examiner debates with the applicant (and their attorney) on the

allowable level of patent protection (scope) to avoid infringing on existing patented inven-

tions.4 An often-missed detail about the patent application process is that the examiner

cannot outright end the application process. Instead, the process can only end when the

applicant meets the examiner’s demands or the applicant abandons. Relating the process

to sample selection models, we only observe patent scope (Y ) when the applicant does not

abandon (D), and the applicant’s decision to abandon is a function of the allowed patent

quality, should it realize.

3.4 Survey Data Response

In settings where researchers collect sensitive survey data, the outcome variable may di-

rectly affect individuals’ willingness and ability to be surveyed. Suppose a hospital is ana-

lyzing alcohol consumption in the community. The value of alcohol consumption directly

affects willingness to participate, yet the hospital can only study the alcohol consumption

of those who are willing and able to participate. As another example, research analyz-

ing the correlates of domestic abuse know that domestic abuse itself has an effect on the

willingness to report exposure.

4See Graham, Marco, and Miller (2018) for more detail about the application process.
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4 Economic and Econometric Models

An individual decides whether to obtain an outcome Y , with their choice recorded in the

dummy variable D. The potential amount of the outcome is Y = gY (ZY , εY ), where ZY are

exogenous features of the individual that affect the outcome quantity and εY is a random

shock affecting the outcome level.

The difference between the benefits and costs of realizing the outcome is f(Y, ZD, εB),

where ZD are exogenous features of the individual affecting benefits and costs, and εB is

a random shock. The outside option delivers utility εD.
5 When the individual makes their

decision, εD and εY have realized but, since the individual is yet to know the full benefits,

εB has not.6 The individual chooses D = 1 if

gD(Y, ZD, εD) := EεB |(Y,εD,ZD,ZY ) [f(Y, ZD, εB)− εD] > 0

The full model is thus

Y = gY (XY , X, εY )

D = 1

[
gD(Y,XD, X, εD) > 0

]
,

where I split ZY and ZD into the common regressors X and excluded regressors XY and

XD.
7 The value of Y is only observed if D = 1, though I assume XY is always observed.

This is the general model of the paper. Taking gY and gD as linear (as I will in all that

follows) the model is

Y = γ′YXY + γ′XXεY = γ′wY + εY (5)

D = 1

[
β′
DXD + β′

XX + βY Y + εD > 0

]
= 1

[
β′
−YwD + βY Y + εD > 0

]
, (6)

where γ = (γ′Y , γ
′
X)

′, wY = (X ′
Y , X

′)′, β−Y = (β′
D, β

′
X)

′, and wD = (X ′
D, X

′)′.

5The outside option could be a function of exogenous variables as well as a random shock, but nothing

is gained from this addition.
6For example, in the patent context, the inventor may know their level of allowable scope, but will not

know the market returns that their invention will bring. Further, they will not know if their invention will

become obsolete, so they will not know how long they will renew the patent rights for.
7I could combine exogenous regressors X and XY (respectively X and XD) into a vector, say ZY

(respectively ZD), but for exposition, the identification result and proof that follows splits common and

separate regressors.
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4.1 Relation to Standard Sample Selection Model

The remainder of the paper focuses on identification, estimation, and application of the

model as given in (5) - (6). Before that it is befitting to compare this model to traditional

endogenous sample selection models. To see this, substituting (5) into (6) yields

Y = γ′YXY + γ′XX + εY

D = 1

[
κ′DXD + κ′XX + κ′YXY + ε̃ > 0

]
, (7)

where

κD = βD, κY = βY γY , κX = βX + βY γX , ε̃ = βY εY + εD. (8)

This is a standard sample selection model, where the γ parameters are structural. But

the parameters of the selection equation and the correlation between errors are reduced

form are not structural. The traditional sample selection model will not estimate the β

parameters. When βY = 0, the model collapses to the standard sample selection model,

but the case of βY ̸= 0 requires additional analysis. Further, if the researcher fails to

include XY in the selection equation, traditional sample selection estimation methods will

fail to estimate any of the structural parameters, even in the outcome equation.

5 Identification

Now I turn to identification. Throughout, Y is continuous – I discuss identification with

a discrete outcome briefly in Appendix B. I study identification of equations (5) and (6),

where Y is observed if D = 1. The distribution of the errors (εY , εD) is either unspecified

(semiparametric) or conditionally jointly normal distributed (parametric). I start with the

parametric case, since much of the intuition in this specific, more straightforward, case

carries over to the semiparametric case.

5.1 Parametric Case

In thise case, the errors (εY , εD) are conditionally jointly normal distributed. Letting Z =

(X ′
D, X

′
Y , X

′)′, the Gaussian case requires three standard normalizations: Var(εD|Z) = 1

and E(εY |Z) = E(εD|Z) = 0. Hence,(
εY

εD

)∣∣∣∣∣Z ∼ N2

((
0

0

)
,

(
σ2
Y

ρσY 1

))
. (9)
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To understand the identification result, it helps to analyze the reduced form. Rearranging

(7) for ε̃ and standardizing yields

D = 1

[
ε̃√
v︸︷︷︸

N (0,1)

> −π′Z

]
= 1

[
βY εY + εD√

v
> Z̃

]
, (10)

where v = Var(βY εY + εD) = β2
Y σ

2
Y + 1 + 2βY σY ρ, π = (π′

D, π
′
Y , π

′
X)

′, Z̃ = −π′Z, and

πD =
βD√
v
, πY =

βY γY√
v
, πX =

βX + βY γX√
v

. (11)

In what follows, I refer to π as the standardized reduced form parameters and Z as the

exogenous variables.

My parametric identification result rests on two substantive conditions. First, I rule out

perfect multicollinearity in exogenous regressors. Second, I require at least one regressor

XYj
appearing in the equation for Y but not in the equation for D. This is different

to the traditional sample selection model, which does not strictly require any excluded

regressors. However, similar to traditional sample selection estimation methods, excluded

regressors in the selection equation are also desirable, else identification only comes from

the nonlinearity in the inverse Mills Ratio. Before the statement of the theorem, I state

the requirement of an excluded regressor in the outcome equation as a formal requirement.

Assumption 1 (Excluded Outcome Regressor) Either βY = 0, or there exists j such

that γY j ̸= 0 and XY j ̸= 0.

The identification result for the parametric case follows. I prove the result and all other

formal results in Appendix A.

Theorem 1 Consider the model defined by (5), (6), and (9).

Part 1 (γ): Assume that:

1. (Moment Existence): Y is absolutely continuous with positive and finite variance.

2. (No Perfect Multicollinearity): There are K1 points denoted {Z(k)}K1
k=1 such that the
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matrix

X1 =


Z ′

(1)

Z ′
(2)
...

Z ′
(K1)


has full rank, where Z(k) = (X

′

Dk, X
′

Y k, X
′

k)
′ ∈ RK1. Further, the matrix

E
[
wY − E(wY |λ̃(Z))

] [
wY − E(wY |λ̃(Z))

]′
(12)

is positive definite, where λ̃(Z) =
ϕ(Z ′π)

Φ(Z ′π)
and π are the standardized reduced form

parameters as defined in (11).

Then γ is identified.

Part 2 (Fε and β): In addition, suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then β and the param-

eters of the joint distribution of errors, denoted Fε, (i.e. σY and ρ) are identified.

The proof of the parametric case proceeds in four main steps. First, I identify the stan-

dardized reduced form parameters using standard parametric binary choice identification.

With the standardized reduced form parameters, in the second step I identify the param-

eters of the outcome equation. The idea is that conditioning on the selected sample adds

the inverse Mills ratio into the outcome equation, after which linear regression identifica-

tion results apply. Third, I use the exclusion restriction to identify the variance of εY , βY ,

and ρ. Finally, with everything else identified, the remaining parameters of the selection

equation, β−Y , follow trivially.

5.2 Semiparametric Case

Now I make no distributional assumption on the errors and derive alternative conditions

for identification of the model parameters. The goal is to identify β and γ, and any possible

components of the joint distribution of the errors.

Before the formal presentation of the theorem for identification of γ and β, I introduce

some notation. Let Z denote the support of Z and XD1 denote the first element of XD

(which is also the first element of Z). Let Z−1 denote the subvector of Z including all
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components of Z except XD1. Let

S =
{
Z ∈ Z | P(D = 0|Z) ∈ (0, 1)

}
.

Finally, let S−1 denote the projection of S on Z−1.

Theorem 2 Consider the model defined by (5) and (6).

Part 1 (γ): Assume that:

1. (Moment Existence): Y is absolutely continuous with finite first moment.

2. (Independence): (εY , εD) is independent of Z. The support of (εY , εD) is a convex

set in R2 with a non-empty interior.

3. (Sufficient Continuous Variation in Excluded Regressor): S is not contained in any

proper linear subspace of Rdim(Z) and P(S) > 0. There is a covariate in XD (say,

XD1 without loss of generality) such that for Z−1 ∈ S−1, the support of XD1|Z−1

intersected with S contains a non-empty interval (XD1, X̄D1) with XD1 < X̄D1.

4. (Normalization) βD1 = 1

5. (No Perfect Multicollinearity) For reduced form parameters κ = (κ′D, κ
′
Y , κ

′
X)

′ and

Ž = −κ′Z,
E
[
wY − E(wY |Ž)

] [
wY − E(wY |Ž)

]′
(13)

is positive definite

Then γ is identified.

Part 2 (β): In addition, suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then β is identified.

My formal identification result includes similar assumptions to the parametric case, such

as the requirement of an excluded regressor in the outcome equation. However, I also re-

quire independence of errors and regressors, a normalization restriction on one parameter,

and sufficient continuous variation in a regressor. Normalizing one parameter is standard

in the semiparmetric identification literature. Sufficient continuous variation in a regressor

is also standard in the discrete-response literature and is implied by more stringent condi-

tions on covariates (Manski, 1985, 1988; Horowitz, 2010; Komarova and Matcham, 2022).

Intuitively, my condition guarantees some minimum desirable variation in the covariates.
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Further, I assume from the outset that there is a also excluded regressor in the selection

equation. It is even more pertinent in the semiparametric case that, even though identifi-

cation may be possible without an excluded regressor in the selection equation, it would

only be due to functional form rather than anything more substantive.

The proof of the semiparametric case proceeds similarly to the parametric equivalent.

First, I identify the reduced form parameters of the selection equation using binary choice

identification conditions from the semiparametric literature of discrete choice (Manski,

1985, 1988; Horowitz, 2010; Komarova and Matcham, 2022). In the second step, I work with

the outcome equation. In this case, conditioning on the selected sample adds an unknown

function to the selection equation, thereby mimicking the partially linear model (Robinson,

1988; Hardle, Liang, and Gao, 2002). Identification follows straightforwardedly from the

standard linear regression identification after “partialling out” the equivalent of the inverse

Mills ratio. The “no perfect multicollinearity” assumption ensures the identification of the

residual-based regression. Having identified the reduced form parameters and the outcome

equation parameters, the excluded regressor in the outcome equation immediately aids in

identifying βY and therefore the remaining β−Y parameters.

Identification of the joint distribution of the erorrs is more difficult. I cannot identify the

full distribution of the error terms because Y is unobserved when D = 0. It is immedi-

ate (and hence not proved) that with all other parameters identified, I can identify the

marginal distribution of the reduced form error εD + βY εY along with the distribution of

εY conditional on D = 1.

6 Estimation

Like identification, I split my work on estimation into the semiparametric and para-

metric case. I provide formal results in the parametric case, and discuss approaches to

esimation in the semiparametric case without formal results on the asymptotic distri-

bution of the estimator. Throughout this section, I assume access to a random sample

W = {YiDi, Di, XY i, XDi, Xi}ni=1 where observing YiDi is equivalent to observing Yi only

when Di = 1.8

8It is typical in sample selection models for the assigned value of Y when D = 0 to be irrelevant. That

is the case here, though in a number of settings such as the patent scope example above, Y will take the
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6.1 Parametric Case

In this subsection, I present a likelihood-based method to estimate the parameters of the

econometric model as defined by (5) - (9), and I describe a regression-based approach to

estimate the parameters of the outcome equation.

6.1.1 Likelihood Methods

Letting θ = (γ′, β′, σY , ρ)
′, the conditional likelihood function for n independent observa-

tions is

L(θ;W) =
n∏

i=1

℘1−Di
0i ℘Di

1i , (14)

with the two ℘ terms defined below. The term ℘0i is the contribution to the likelihood

when Di = 0 and ℘1i represents the contribution when Di = 1. Given the assumptions on

(εY i, εDi) and letting Zi = (X ′
Y i, X

′
Di, X

′
i)

′, from (10)

℘0i = P
(
βY εY i + εDi√

v
≤ −π′Zi

∣∣Zi

)
= Φ(−π′Zi) (15)

where the equality in (15) follows from

βY εY i + εDi ∼ N1

0, β2
Y σ

2
Y + 1 + 2ρβY σY︸ ︷︷ ︸

v

 .

Equation (15) reveals that the contribution to the likelihood from individuals with Di = 0

is a function of the standarized reduced form parameters π, so offers no assistance in

separating structural parameters from reduced form. Next, as derived in section A.3,

℘1i =
1

σY
ϕ

(
Yi − w′

Y iγ

σY

)
Φ

(
β′
−YwDi + βY Yi +

ρ
σY

(Yi − w′
Y iγ)√

1− ρ2

)
.

The log-likelihood therefore has a closed form and yields, under standard MLE regularity

conditions, consistent and asymptotically normal estimates of θ:

√
n
(
θ̂ − θ

)
D−→ N (0, V −1),

with V = −E
(
∂2 log(L)
∂θ∂θ′

)
.

value 0 when D = 0.
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6.1.2 Regression Methods

Let λi =
ϕ(Z̃i)

Φ(−Z̃i)
, where Z̃i = −π′Zi. Following from the identification proof,

E(Yi|Di = 1, Zi) = γ′wY i + τλi.

Resultantly, the outcome equation for the subset with Di = 1 is

Yi = γ′wY i + τλi + Vi, (16)

where E(Vi|Di = 1, Zi) = 0. Hence, the following two-step procedure estimates γ and τ :

1. Run a probit regression of D on Z. Let these reduced form estimates of π be π̂.

2. Run a regression using data for D = 1 of Y on XY , X, and λ̂(Z) =
ϕ(π̂′Z)

Φ(π̂′Z)
=

ϕ( ˆ̃Z)

Φ(− ˆ̃Z)
.

In Appendix A, I provide further details on this procedure. In particular, under general

conditions, discussed extensively in Amemiya (1973) and Jennrich (1969),

√
n1

(
γ̂ − γ

τ̂ − τ

)
d−→ N (0, BψB′),

where asymptotics are n, n1 → ∞ with n1

n
→ k ∈ (0, 1). Here n1 =

∑
iDi is the number

of observations with Di = 1 (the selected subsample),

B = plim
n1→∞

(
W ′

Y+WY+

n1

)−1

,

where WY+ is the matrix stacking XY , X, and λ̂, and

ψ = plim
n→∞
n1→∞

[
σ2Y
n1

( ∑
iwY iw

′
Y iηi

∑
iwY iλiηi∑

i λiw
′
Y iηi

∑
i λ

2
i ηi

)
+

τ2
(n1
n

) 1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j wY iw

′
Y jϑij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j wY iΥij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j w

′
Y iΥij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j Ωij

],
where

ηi = 1 +
τ 2(Z̃iλi − λ2i )

σ2
Y

,

ϑij = ∂λi ∂λj Z
′
iV1stZj,

Υij = λiϑij,

Ωij = λiλjϑij,
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V1st is the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of π̂ and ∂λi = ∂λi/∂Z̃ is the derivative

of λi with respect to Z̃i. Conventional regression standard errors are invalid and must be

adjusted to match BψB′ by replacing σY , λi, and τ with appropriate estimators.

6.2 Semiparametric Case

In what follows I discuss one approach to estimate the model parameters when there

are no assumptions on the distribution of the error terms. The estimation method is a

semiparametric version of the Heckman (1976) (and the regression approach in section

6.1.2). It applies semiparametric binary choice estimation to the selection equation, then

uses partially linear semiparametric estimation to estimate the parameters of the outcome

equation.

More precisely, the first step uses semiparametric binary choice methods, such as Klein

and Spady (1993), to estimate κ from equation

P(Di = 0|Zi) = FεD+βY εY (−κ′Zi).

Denote the estimates by κ̌. The second step applies any of the estimation methods for a

partially linear model (Robinson, 1988; Hardle, Liang, and Gao, 2002) to estimate γ from

the partially linear model

Yi = γ′wY i + g(Ži) + Ui

where Ži = −κ̌′Zi. The asymptotic distribution of the first-step estimator follows from

Klein and Spady (1993). Deriving the asymptotic distribution of the second-step estimator

requires adapting the asymptotic distribution results as in Robinson (1988) (or other

partially linear estimation procedures) for the estimation error from κ̌.

7 Simulation

Before an empirical application, I present Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations show-

case the finite sample performance of the estimator compared to existing methods and

confirm the intuitions I gave for the identification result. For three designs, I run 500 sim-

ulations of (5) - (9), each with a sample size of 2000. Throughout D̄ represents the sample

average of Di and therefore the proportion of observations that are selected.
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Simulation 1: No Direct Effect

In all three simulations, variables are continuous and scalar-valued: X contains a constant

and a regressor uniformly distributed on [−5, 5], XD is t-distributed with 10 degrees of

freedom, and XY follows a logistic distribution with location and scale equal to two and

one, respectively. I set β−Y = (βD, β0, βX) = (−8, 1, 3)′, γ = (γY , γ0, γX) = (−2, 3,−1), ρ =

0.5, and σ = 2. To confirm that I nest traditional sample selection models, in Simulation

1 I set βY = 0 to rule out a direct effect of Y on the probability of treatment. Table 1

Panel A presents the simulation results and the selection probability. Row (1) provides

means and standard deviation of the ML estimator as described in Section 6. Row (2)

represents traditional sample selection methods, using MLE on a model imposing βY = 0.9

Both methods estimate the parameters precisely, with small bias. Existing methods are

marginally more precise: they benefit from not estimating βY , instead forcing it to equal

0.

Simulation 2: Direct Effect

The design of Simulation 2 mirrors Simulation 1, except βY is equal to two. Table 1

Panel B reports the results. Since the design meets the identification conditions, the new

method estimates the parameters with minimal bias and standard deviation. Existing

sample selection methods fail to estimate β. Appendix C Table 3 presents the results of

a simulation similar to Simulation 2, except that XY is discrete. Since the identification

result does not require continuous regressors, it is unsurprising that the new method still

estimates parameters well, with slightly more noise owing to the reduced variation in the

regressor.

Simulation 3: No Excluded Regressor

Finally, Simulation 3 mirrors Simulation 2 except with γY = 0, so there is no excluded

regressor. The results in Table 1 Panel C confirm the intuition of the identification result:

both methods cannot estimate β−Y , βY , or ρ. In particular, traditional sample selection

methods estimate γ parameters correctly because γY = 0 implies that the selection equa-

tion does not contain the omitted variable XY .

9Results from using the two-step Heckman estimator are almost identical to MLE results throughout.
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Table 1: Simulation Results

Panel A: No Direct Effect: D̄ = 0.53

Parameter: σ ρ γ0 γX γY β0 βX βD βY
True Value: 2 0.5 3 -1 -2 1 3 -8 0

(1) New: 2.06 0.49 3.00 -1.00 -2.00 1.04 3.08 -8.22 0.00
(0.06) (0.12) (0.11) (0.03) (0.04) (0.15) (0.30) (0.78) (0.03)

(2) Existing: 2.00 0.50 3.00 -1.00 -2.00 1.03 3.07 -8.20 –
(0.04) (0.12) (0.11) (0.03) (0.04) (0.13) (0.28) (0.75)

Panel B: Direct Effect: D̄ = 0.47

Parameter: σ ρ γ0 γX γY β0 βX βD βY
True Value: 2 0.5 3 -1 -2 1 3 -8 2

(1) New: 2.07 0.49 3.00 -1.00 -2.00 1.04 3.10 -8.27 2.07
(0.08) (0.13) (0.09) (0.02) (0.04) (0.26) (0.51) (1.31) (0.35)

(2) Existing: 2.14 0.80 2.15 -1.00 -1.57 -0.12 0.12 -0.96 –
(0.07) (0.04) (0.15) (0.02) (0.05) (0.03) (0.01) (0.04)

Panel C: No Excluded Regressor: D̄ = 0.76

Parameter: σ ρ γ0 γX γY β0 βX βD βY
True Value: 2 0.5 3 -1 0 1 3 -8 2

(1) New: 2.27 0.84 2.99 -1.01 -0.02 1.54 0.59 -2.62 0.31
(0.39) (0.18) (0.23) (0.25) (0.24) (0.64) (0.88) (1.64) (0.74)

(2) Existing: 2.00 0.98 3.00 -1.00 0.00 1.53 0.22 -1.75 –
(0.04) (0.01) (0.06) (0.02) (0.02) (0.05) (0.01) (0.06)

Notes: Table 1 reports the sample mean and sample standard deviations (in parentheses) of the

estimates of the model parameters, over 500 repeated samples. The “New” row provide estimates

from using the newly proposed model. The “Existing” row estimates a traditional sample selection

model which forces βY = 0.
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8 Application

Finally, I apply the methods described in this paper to estimate a model of patent quality

(scope) and selection into patenting. Section 3.3 provides background on the patent ap-

plication process, and explains why it fits into my model. I access data on approximately

300,000 patent applications filed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office be-

tween 2012-2014. For each application, I observe whether the applicant abandoned (D = 0)

or obtained a patent (D = 1). As a measure of scope (Y ), I use the number of independent

claims on the granted patent.10 Scope is not observed for patents that are not granted. I

also observe a dummy for whether the firm applying has fewer than 500 employees (X),

which is clearly determined before the realization of D. Firm size affects scope through

many channels, for example, larger firms may have better quality inventions. Size also

affects the decision to abandon because smaller firms may not be able to pay the legal fees

associated with multiple rounds of negotiation with a patent examiner.

For excluded regressors I create two leniency measures for examiners assigned to appli-

cations. Leniency instruments are a common identification strategy in applied economic

research.11 In the case of patents, there is support in the literature that examiners are as

good as randomly assigned to applications, that is, that applications of a certain type or

quality are not assigned to specific examiners.12 The first of the two leniency measures (XD)

is the average grant rate of the examiner assigned to the application. This is a common

instrument used to explain the decision to patent (see e.g. Sampat and Williams (2019),

Farre-Mensa, Hegde, and Ljungqvist (2020), Gaulé (2018), amongst others). The second

measure of leniency is average number of independent claims on applications granted by

the examiner assigned to the application. The “exclusion restriction” is that the leniency

measure only affects the decision to patent through its effect on scope.

Table 2 provides the estimation results. A couple of findings warrant attention. First, the

value of βY is statistically significant and, in being one fifth of the constant in the selection

10This variable is one of the four indicators used in the index of patent quality in Lanjouw and Schanker-

man (2004).
11Kling (2006) is one of the original applications; see Frandsen, Lefgren, and Leslie (2019) for a non-

exhaustive list of applications.
12I exclude examiners who have conducted fewer than 50 examinations, though results are robust to

other threshold choices.
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equation, implies that there is a direct effect of scope on the decision to abandon or obtain

a patent. Second, the outcome equation coefficient on the small entity indicator in the

general model is 9% larger than the respective coefficient in the traditional sample selection

model. This implies that traditional sample selection models understate the negative effects

of being a small firm on patent scope. Traditional sample selection models ignore that the

small firms who select into patenting must have especially high patent scope relative to

small firms who abandon, because patent scope itself affects the patenting decision. Upon

controlling for the direct effect, the positive effects of firm size are more apparent.

Table 2: Parameters: patent application process

Variable SSM New

Patent issuance (D)

Constant (β0) -1.17 (0.01) -1.63 (0.02)

Small Entity (βX) -0.38 (0.01) -0.36 (0.01)

Grant Leniency (β−D) 1.96 (0.01) 2.21 (0.03)

Patent Scope (βY ) NA 0.30 (0.01)

Patent Scope (Y )

Constant (γ0) -1.21 (0.04) -1.85 (0.02)

Small Entity (γX) -0.67 (0.01) -0.73 (0.01)

Claims Leniency (γY ) 0.94 (0.01) 1.13 (0.01)

ρ 0.93 (0.00) 0.91 (0.00)

σ 1.74 (0.00) 1.82 (0.01)

n 332,199 332,199

n1 =
∑
Di 149,523 149,523

Notes: Table 2 reports estimates from the patent application process model.

The “SSM” column provides estimates from using MLE on the standard

sample selection model with no Y in the selection equation. The column

labelled “New” presents estimates from the newly proposed estimation

method as described in the paper. Standard errors are in parentheses next

to coefficients.
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9 Conclusion

In this paper, I study identification and estimation of the complete set of structural pa-

rameters in sample selection models where the outcome directly affects selection. I provide

model identification conditions, along with likelihood and two-step regression estimation

methods. My simulations, and the empirical example relating to the patent application

process, show the importance of including the outcome in the selection equation where

appropriate. I recommend if practitioners believe that the outcome effects selection, they

should use the methods I describe - even including all excluded regressors XY in the

selection equation does not preserve the correlation or selection equation parameters.

This paper generates a couple of avenues for future research. First, as discussed in Ap-

pendix B, when the outcome variable Y is discrete, identification and estimation are more

involved. Even with a simplification to the model so that Y ∗ enters the selection index D∗

rather than Y , conditions for identification in this paper do not generalize. Also, though

similar to derive, the likelihood requires simulation methods.

Second, throughout I considered parametric and semiparametric identification and esti-

mation in a linear system. Extending the model to nonlinearity in Y and D, together with

tackling nonparametric identification, is an avenue for further research.13

13See Das, Newey, and Vella (2003) for nonparametric estimation of sample selection models.
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A Proofs and Derivations

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. The proof contains four parts:

1. Identify the standardized reduced form parameters π as given in (11)

2. Identify γ

3. Identify σY

4. Identify βY , ρ, and β−Y

Each step works sequentially: I identify the standardized reduced form parameters first

not because they are of interest per se, but because they aid in the identification of γ,

σY , ρ, and eventually β.

Part 1: Reduced Form Parameters

From (10),

P(D = 1|Z) = P

(
βY εY + εD√

v
> Z̃

∣∣∣∣∣Z
)

= Φ(−Z̃) = Φ(π′Z),

so

Φ−1 [P(D = 1|Z)] = π′Z.

Let Z have dimension K1. Then, using K1 different vectors of Z each denoted Z(k) for

k = 1, . . . , K1, there are K1 equations

Φ−1
[
P(D = 1|Z(k))

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
q(k)

= π′Z(k).

Let Q stack q(k) and χ1 stack Z(k). Then

Q = X1π.

The matrices Q and X1 are known from the distribution of observables. By the assumptions

of the theorem, X1 has full rank and thus π is identified. The standardized reduced form

parameters π are the ones recovered from a probit regression of D on Z.
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Part 2: γ Parameters

Now I identify γ, given that I have identified π. Consider the conditional expectation of

Y , conditional on D = 1 and Z, i.e. E(Y |D = 1, Z). Because I condition on D = 1, this

object is known from the distribution of observables. Substituting Y from (5),

E(Y |D = 1, Z) = γ′wY + E(εY |D = 1, Z), (17)

where, for reference, wY = (X ′
Y , X

′)′ . Recall that D = 1 if and only if
βY εY + εD√

v
> Z̃

where Z̃ is identified because Z is observed and π is identified. So, owing to the joint

normality of εY and
βY εY + εD√

v
, there holds that (Greene, 2003)

E(εY |D = 1, Z) = E

(
εY

∣∣∣∣∣βY εY + εD√
v

> Z̃, Z

)

= cov

(
εY ,

βY εY + εD√
v

)
ϕ(Z̃)

1− Φ(Z̃)

=
βY σ

2
Y + ρσY√
v︸ ︷︷ ︸

τ

ϕ(Z̃)

Φ(−Z̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
λ(Z̃)

, (18)

where λ(Z̃) is the inverse Mills ratio. I also use the notation λ̃(Z) to denote the same

quantity, i.e.

λ̃(Z) = λ(Z̃) =
ϕ(Z̃)

Φ(−Z̃)
Putting (17) together with (18) yields

E(Y |D = 1, Z) = γ′wY + τ λ̃

This implies that a regression of Y on wY and λ̃ for observations with D = 1 delivers γ

and τ . More formally, define

U = Y − γ′wY − τ λ̃.

Then

Y = γ′wY + τ λ̃+ U, E(U |D = 1, wY , λ̃) = 0. (19)

Now, (19) implies by the Tower property of conditional expectations that

E(Y |D = 1, λ̃) = γ′E(wY |D = 1, λ̃) + τ λ̃. (20)
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Subtracting (20) from (19) yields

Y − E(Y |D = 1, λ̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ỹ

= γ′
[
wY − E(wY |D = 1, λ̃)︸ ︷︷ ︸

w̃Y

]
+ U (21)

As indicated in (21), defining Ỹ = Y − E(Y |D = 1, Z̃) and w̃Y = wY − E(wY |D = 1, Z̃)

implies the standard linear regression model

Ỹ = γ′w̃Y + U (22)

The well-known identification conditions apply, namely that

γ = E (w̃Y w̃
′
Y )

−1 E(w̃Y Ỹ )

provided that E (w̃Y w̃
′
Y ) is positive definite, which is guaranteed by the assumptions in

the theorem, namely (12). Hence γ is identified.

Part 3: σY parameter

It is natural next to look at Var(Y |D = 1, Z). Using properties of conditional multivariate

normals (Greene, 2003),

Var(Y |D = 1, Z) = σ2
Y + τ 2Z̃λ(Z̃)− τ 2λ(Z̃)2.

From this σ2
Y is identified after rearrangement.

Part 4: βY , ρ and β−Y

From (11) it follows that

βD = πD
√
v

βX = πX
√
v − βY γX .

So, after showing that βY and ρ are identified (which implies that v = β2
Y σ

2
Y +1+2βY σY ρ

is identified), it is immediate that β−Y is identified. Hence to finish the proof, I must show

that βY and ρ are identified.

It follows from (11) and the assumptions of the theorem that for some j with γY j ̸= 0,

βY√
v
=
πY j

γY j

= ξ. (23)
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Additionally, recall that τ is identified, where

τ =
βY σ

2
Y + ρσY√
v

. (24)

First, suppose ξ = 0 so that βY = 0. This implies that v = 1 and τ = ρσY or ρ = τ/σY . So

when ξ = 0, βY and ρ are identified. From now on, suppose ξ ̸= 0 so that βY ̸= 0. Solving

(23) and (24) simultaneously yields14

β2
Y =

ξ2

1 + σ2
Y ξ

2 − 2τξ

and

ρ = βY

(
τ

σY ξ
− σY

)
.

From this, we know that

βY = ±

√
ξ2

1 + σ2
Y ξ

2 − 2τξ
.

But, since βY = ξ
√
v, the sign of βY is the same as the sign of ξ. This means that βY is

identified and therefore so is ρ.

□

Back to Theorem 1

A.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. The proof proceeds in three steps:

1. Identify the reduced form parameters κ of the selection equation in (7)

2. Identify γ

3. Identify βY , ρ, and β−Y

Part 1: Reduced Form Parameters

Rearranging (7) yields

P(D = 0|Z) = P(ε̃ ≤ −κ′Z) = Fε̃(−κ′Z) = Fε̃(Ž) (25)

14Note that 1 + σ2
Y ξ

2 − 2τξ = v−1 so this term cannot be nonpositive.
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where κ = (κ′D, κ
′
Y , κ

′
X)

′ and Ž = −κ′Z. Equation (8) defines the terms in κ.

The assumptions of the theorem guarantee that P(D = 0|Z) will not be degenerate for all
Z ∈ S (in the sense that it will not be values of 0 or 1 only). Equation (25) forms the basis

of the identification strategy. By the assumptions on (εY , εD), the function Fε̃ is strictly

monotone. Hence, for any Z, Ẑ ∈ S,

P(D = 0|Ẑ) > P(D = 0|Z) ⇐⇒ κ′Ẑ < κ′Z. (26)

The identification follows Manski (1988), similar to single-index models with a monotone

link function.

I prove the identification of κ by contradiction. Towards a contradiction, assume k ̸= κ

are both consistent with observables. Both “parameters” are such that κ1 = βD1 = 1 and

k1 = bD1 = 1. Note that, conventiently, Z1 = XD1. By the theorem, there exists a positive

probability set of Z0
−1 ∈ S−1 such that κ′−1Z

0
−1 ̸= k′−1Z

0
−1. Without loss of generality,

assume

κ′−1Z
0
−1 > k′−1Z

0
−1

Then for any Z0
1 = X0

D1 that complements Z0
−1 to a point in S, there holds that

X0
D1 + κ′−1Z

0
−1 > X0

D1 + k′−1Z
0
−1

In particular, take anX0
D1 ∈ (XD1, X̄D1). Then, due to the continuity ofXD1 on (XD1, X̄D1),

there exists X̂0
D1 ̸= X0

D1 such that (X̂0
D1, Z

0
−1) ∈ S and the two inequalities

X0
D1 + κ′−1Z

0
−1 > X̂0

D1 + κ′−1Z
0
−1 (27)

and

X̂0
D1 + κ′−1Z

0
−1 > X0

D1 + k′−1Z
0
−1 (28)

hold. Yet, because of (26), since κ is consistent with observables, inequality (27) implies

that

P
(
D = 0|(X0

D1, Z
0
−1)
)
< P

(
D = 0|(X̂0

D1, Z
0
−1)
)
. (29)

Similarly, since k is consistent with observables, inequality (28) implies that

P
(
D = 0|(X̂0

D1, Z
0
−1)
)
< P

(
D = 0|(X0

D1, Z
0
−1)
)
. (30)

Inequalities (29) and (30) together imply a contradiction, so κ is identified.
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Part 2: γ parameters

Now I identify γ, given that I have identified κ. Consider the conditional expectation of Y ,

conditional on D = 1, wY , and Ž, i.e. E(Y |D = 1, wY , Ž). Because I condition on D = 1,

this object is known from the distribution of observables. Substituting Y from (5),

E(Y |D = 1, wY , Ž) = γ′wY + E(εY |D = 1, wY , Ž).

Recall that D = 1 if and only if ε̃ > Ž where Ž is identified because Z is observed and κ is

identified. As such, E(εY |D = 1, wY , Ž) = G(Ž). The argument now follows from Horowitz

(2010).

Define

U = Y − γ′wY − G(Ž).

Then

Y = γ′wY + G(Ž) + U, E(U |D = 1, wY , Ž) = 0. (31)

Now, (31) implies by the Tower property of conditional expectations that

E(Y |D = 1, Ž) = γ′E(wY |D = 1, Ž) + G(Ž). (32)

Subtracting (32) from (31) yields

Y − E(Y |D = 1, Ž)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y̌

= γ′
[
wY − E(wY |D = 1, Ž)︸ ︷︷ ︸

w̌Y

]
+ U (33)

As indicated in (33), defining Y̌ = Y − E(Y |D = 1, Ž) and w̌Y = wY − E(wY |D = 1, Ž)

implies the standard linear regression model

Y̌ = γ′w̌Y + U (34)

The well-known identification conditions apply, namely that

γ = E (w̌Y w̌
′
Y )

−1 E(w̌Y Y̌ )

provided that E (w̌Y w̌
′
Y ) is positive definite, which is guaranteed by the assumptions in

the theorem, namely (13). Hence γ is identified.
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Part 3: β parameters

Since βD = κD, βD is identified. From (8) it follows that

βX = κX − βY γX

So, after showing that βY is identified, it is immediate that βX is identified. Hence to finish

the proof, I must show that βY is identified.

It follows from (8) and the assumptions of the theorem that for some j with γY j ̸= 0,

βY =
κY j

γY j

.

Therefore, βY and immediately βX are identified, concluding the proof.

□

Back to Theorem 2

A.3 Likelihood Term

For brevity I omit conditioning on Zi. Let Mi = β′
−YwDi + βY γ

′
YwY i. Then

℘1i =

∫ ∞

−Mi−βY (Yi−w′
Y iγ)

fεD,εY (εD, Yi − w′
Y iγ) dεD

=

∫ ∞

−Mi−βY (Yi−w′
Y iγ)

fεD|εY (εD|Yi − w′
Y iγ)fεY (Yi − w′

Y iγ)dεD

=
1

σY
ϕ

(
Yi − w′

Y iγ

σY

)∫ ∞

−Mi−βY (Yi−w′
Y iγ)

ϕ

(
εD − ρ

σY
(Yi − w′

Y iγ)√
1− ρ2

)
dεD (35)

=
1

σY
ϕ

(
Yi − w′

Y iγ

σY

)[
1− Φ

(
−β′

−YwDi − (βY + ρ
σY

)Yi +
ρ
σY
w′

Y iγ√
1− ρ2

)]

=
1

σY
ϕ

(
Yi − w′

Y iγ

σY

)
Φ

(
β′
−YwDi + (βY + ρ

σY
)Yi − ρ

σY
w′

Y iγ√
1− ρ2

)
.

Equality (35) follows from

εD|εY = s ∼ N
(
− ρ

σY
s, 1− ρ2

)
when (εD, εY ) are joint normal as in (9).

Back to likelihood
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A.4 Two-Step Parametric Estimation Details

Rewriting (16) with an estimated value of λi yields

Yi = γ′wY i + τ λ̂i + τ(λi − λ̂i) + Vi︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̌i

,

so that the effective error term is V̌i = τ(λi − λ̂i) + Vi.

As mentioned, π is estimated using all n observations by a MLE probit, and so

√
n(π̂ − π)

d−→ N (0, V1st).

Since λi is a twice-continuously differentiable function of π, by the Delta-Method,

√
n(λ̂i − λi)

d−→ N (0,Σi)

where Σi = (∂λi)
2Z ′

iV1stZi, for ∂λi = ∂λi/∂Z̃i.

The task is to derive the asymptotic distribution of

√
n1

(
γ̂ − γ

τ̂ − τ

)
=

(
1
n1

∑
iwY iw

′
Y i

1
n1

∑
iwY iλ̂i

1
n1

∑
iwY iλ̂i

1
n1

∑
i λ̂

2
i

)−1(
1√
n1

∑
iwY iV̌i

1√
n1

∑
i λ̂iV̌i

)
.

All n observations are used to estimate the probit, but the regression in the second step

only uses n1 observations. As such, I take probability limits are taken with both n, n1 → ∞
and n1/n→ k ∈ (0, 1) . Under conditions on regressors discussed in Amemiya (1973) and

Jennrich (1969),

plim
n1→∞

(
1
n1

∑
iwY iw

′
Y i

1
n1

∑
iwY iλ̂i

1
n1

∑
iw

′
Y iλ̂i

1
n1

∑
i λ̂

2
i

)−1

= plim
n1→∞

(
1
n1

∑
iwY iw

′
Y i

1
n1

∑
iwY iλi

1
n1

∑
iw

′
Y iλi

1
n1

∑
i λ

2
i

)−1

= B

and (
1√
n1

∑
iwY iV̌i

1√
n1

∑
i λ̂iV̌i

)
d−→ N (0, ψ),

where

ψ = plim
n→∞
n1→∞

[
σ2Y
n1

( ∑
iwY iw

′
Y iηi

∑
iwY iλiηi∑

iw
′
Y iλiηi

∑
i λ

2
i ηi

)
+

τ2
(n1
n

) 1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j wY iw

′
Y jϑij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j wY iΥij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j w

′
Y iΥij

1
n2
1

∑
i

∑
j Ωij

]
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where

ηi = 1 +
τ 2(Z̃iλi − λ2i )

σ2
Y

ϑij = ∂λi ∂λj Z
′
iV1stZj

Υij = λiϑij

Ωij = λiλjϑij.

Putting these two results together, and using the Cramer convergence theorem,

√
n1

(
γ̂ − γ

τ̂ − τ

)
d−→ N (0, BψB′),

as required.

B Discrete Response

B.1 Model and Identification

When Y is discrete, say binary for simplicity, the model is

Y = 1

[
γ′XX + γ′YXY + εY︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ∗

> 0

]
= 1 [γ′wY + εY > 0]

D = 1

[
β′
XX + β′

DXD + βY Y + εD > 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
D∗

]
= 1 [β−YwD + βY Y + εD > 0]

Where all terms are defined as in the main text. Now, when D = 0 we observe nothing on

Y , and when D = 1 we observe Y = 1 or Y = 0.

Identification will revolve around two observable objects:

1. P(D = 0|Z)

2. P(D = 1 ∩ Y = 1|Z) (or alternatively P(Y = 1|D = 1, Z))

Approaching identification as in Theorem 1 will not work because Y is not linear in

parameters. Changing the model so that Y ∗ enters D∗, i.e.
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Y = 1

[
γ′XX + γ′YXY + εY︸ ︷︷ ︸

Y ∗

> 0

]
= 1 [γ′wY + εY > 0] (36)

D = 1

[
β′
XX + β′

DXD + βY Y
∗ + εD︸ ︷︷ ︸

D∗

> 0

]
= 1 [β−YwD + βY Y

∗ + εD > 0] (37)

makes progress possible, but identification is still not immediate. Though a probit regres-

sion for the D equation delivers standardized reduced form parameters, a probit regression

for the Y equation for D = 1 does not deliver the γ parameters, and there are no higher

moments of observables to identify the error correlation.

B.2 Estimation

The log likelihood for the model (36) - (37) with conditionally standard bivariate normal

errors (with correlation ρ) is

log(Ldisc) =
∑
i

(1−Di) log(℘0i) +DiYi log(℘11i) +Di(1− Yi) log(℘10i),

where ℘0i = 1− Φ(π′Zi) is the same as in the main text and

℘11i = P(Di = 1 ∩ Yi = 1|Zi)

= P(Yi = 1|Di = 1, Zi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
℘1|1i

P(Di = 1|Zi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
℘1i

.

Here

℘1i = Φ(π′Zi),

Therefore, the log-likelihood is

log(Ldisc) =
∑
i

(1−Di) log(℘0i) +Di log(℘1i)

+
∑
i

DiYi log(℘1|1i) +Di(1− Yi) log(℘0|1i)
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The term ℘0|1i is given by

℘0|1i = P

(
γ′wY i + εY i < 0

∣∣∣∣∣ βY εY i + εDi√
v

> −π′Zi, Zi

)

=

∫ ∞

−π′Zi

P

(
εY i < −γ′wY i

∣∣∣∣∣ βY εY i + εDi√
v

= x, Zi

)
ϕ(x)dx

=

∫ ∞

−π′Zi

Φ

(
−γ′wY i − ϑx√

1− ρ2

)
ϕ(x)

1− Φ(−π′Zi)
dx,

where ϑ = v−1/2(βY + ρ) (the same as τ previously except with σY = 1) and similarly

℘1|1i =

∫ ∞

−π′Zi

[
1− Φ

(
−γ′wY i − ϑx√

1− ρ2

)]
ϕ(x)

1− Φ(−π′Zi)
dx.

These integrals have no closed form but can be approximated with simulation methods.

Results from simulated maximum likelihood estimation apply: the number of simulations

must grow in proportion to the sample size to ensure that the asymptotic distribution of

the estimator matches that of exact MLE.15

15Simulations of this model using Halton draws, which perform moderately well, are available upon

request
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C Extra Simulation Results

Table 3: Simulation Results Design 2 with Discrete Regressor

Design 2 with Discrete Regressor: D̄ = 0.84

Parameter: σ ρ γ0 γX γY β0 βX βD βY
True Value: 2 0.5 3 -1 -2 1 3 -8 2

(1) New: 2.07 0.50 3.00 -1.00 -2.00 1.08 3.21 -8.58 2.14
(0.06) (0.16) (0.07) (0.02) (0.04) (0.36) (0.68) (1.74) (0.47)

(2) Existing: 2.01 0.77 3.25 -1.00 -1.76 1.73 0.16 -1.26 –
(0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.02) (0.05) (0.06) (0.01) (0.06)

Notes: Table 3 reports the sample mean and sample standard deviations (in parentheses) of the

estimates of the model parameters, over 500 repeated samples. The “New” row provide estimates

from using the newly proposed model. The “Existing” row estimates a model that assumes βY = 0.

Back to Simulation Section
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